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! Did you miss out last year by skipping our night out with
Hookers? Well, shame on you if you stayed home to watch the latest episode of CSI, NCIS or SVU instead of supporting HCW, but
OMG we’re giving you another chance! Please join us on Friday,
November 21 from 5-9 at the world famous Hooker Brewery (16
Tobey Rd, Bloomfield, (860) 242-3111) for some fine beer, tasty
pizza and great fellowship. Your night of beer drinking supports
the work of the Hartford Catholic Worker. Thanks.
? Okay, okay, okay... maybe you would prefer to stay home
for a thrilling evening of Downton Abbey reruns and maybe a new
episode of Antiques Roadshow, no problem, you can still support
our work by sending a prayer our way. Checks and 2.61”x 6.14”
portraits of U.S. Grant or Benjamin Franklin can also be sent our
way via good ole postal mail.
J Alright, so that there’s no confusion here: we kindly
request your financial support so that we can keep working with the kids, filling hungry bellies, and sheltering lost
souls. Checks can be made out to: Hartford Catholic Worker.
I Hey! Don’t miss our second annual art show and sale on
Sunday, December 7 from 11:30-5:30 at St. Martin House, 26
Clark St. Original art by Jackie Allen-Doucot and Dwight Teal
will be on sale. Wine and cheese will be served.

Brothers Blue
In my dreams I watched
from a window sill,
"come see this'
shadows hushed down
green brick tenements.
Wilderness breathes wherever,
Grace yes and auspicious terror.
I should walk with them
I should be poorer than
wisps of air,
If you could have seen
(this is a different story)
Is it?
Above us cloud studies,
sandstone cliffs chewed by tides,
I hold brother's hand,

so afraid was he
the cliff would crumble.
What was that sign ?
We said of the Holy Spirit
pounding the wind,
lift and save us,it
pounded beneath our feet.
Alone in the blueand
Lady Poverty at his side,
I walked ,knee deep in
Spirits croaking "whatever
is given I'll take away"
I tried to send my
spirit to God
my core, my sphere
I asked them"who are you"
but in some nameless place,
doubled up overcoats
pushed carts through mud

Helen and Charles McMahon have requested prayers for their daughter Christine, a
physician servant to the poor.
Prayer to Dorothy Day
Dear Dorothy, our
sister in Christ Jesus, in
life you resisted strongly
when people tried to call
you a saint.
However, in spite of
your lifelong efforts, the
world is becoming still
more polarized between
the haves and have-nots. It is now, more than ever,
in great need of your continued leadership in the
struggle against inequality and the abuse of wealth
and power.
Therefore, we ask that you allow yourself to serve
as a patron saint in this struggle. This could begin
if you would intercede with God for a miraculous
cure of Christine McMahon from her reportedly
inoperable brain tumor. We ask this in the name of
Jesus the Christ, to whom you were devoted and who
inspired you in your saintly life. Amen.W

and hungry grey children
ate their cardboard name tags.
Keep and bless such images
of our own killing kind?
How little it takes to
complete a world
to find what suffices;
To brother Fire, I
offer
our endless poor
man's wars,
our starved ruined
planet,
songs of meaningless
fire
piercing our hands
and feet
and offer wealth

to Brother Ash and
waste of blood
to Brother rage.....
-Blue

Brian Pinkney

Humanity Needs to Weep
Pope Francis

(Homily delivered at the World War I
Memorial in Redipuglia, Italy, September
13, 2014.)
After experiencing the beauty of
travelling throughout this region,
where men and women work and
raise their families, where children play and the elderly dream...
I now find myself here, in this
place, able to say only one thing:
War is madness.
Whereas God carries forward
the work of creation, and we men
and women are called to participate in his work, war destroys.
It also ruins the most beautiful
work of his hands: human beings.
War ruins everything, even the
bonds between brothers. War is
irrational; its only plan is to bring
destruction: it seeks to grow by
destroying.
Greed, intolerance, the lust for
power.... These motives underlie
the decision to go to war, and
they are too often justified by an
ideology; but first there is a distorted passion or impulse.
Ideology is presented as a
justification and when there is no
ideology, there is the response
of Cain: “What does it matter to
me? Am I my brother’s keeper?”
(cf. Gen 4:9). War does not look
directly at anyone, be they elderly,
children, mothers, fathers.... “What
does it matter to me?”
Above the entrance to this cemetery, there hangs in the air those
ironic words of war, “What does
it matter to me?” Each one of the
dead buried here had their own
plans, their own dreams... but their
lives were cut short. Humanity said,
“What does it matter to me?”
Even today, after the second failure of another world war, perhaps
one can speak of a third war, one
fought piecemeal, with crimes, massacres, destruction… In all honesty,
the front page of newspapers ought
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scenes, there are interests, geopolitical strategies, lust for money and
power, and there is the manufacture
and sale of arms, which seem to be
so important!
And these plotters of terror,
these schemers of conflicts, just
like arms dealers, have engraved
in their hearts, “What does it
matter to me?” It is the task of
the wise to recognize errors, to
feel pain, to repent, to beg for
pardon and to cry.
With this “What does it
matter to me?” in their hearts,
the merchants of war perhaps have made a great deal
of money, but their corrupted
hearts have lost the capacity to
cry. That “What does it matter
to me?” prevents the tears. Cain
did not cry. He was unable to
cry. The shadow of Cain hangs
over us today in this cemetery. It
is seen here. It is seen from 1914
right up to our own time. It is
seen even in the present.
With the heart of a son, a
brother, a father, I ask each of
you, indeed for all of us, to have
a conversion of heart: to move
on from “What does it matter
Jacqueline Allen-Doucot
to me?”, to tears: for each one
of the fallen of this “senseless
massacre”, for all the victims of the
least of his brothers; he, the King,
the Judge of the world, he is the one mindless wars, in every age.
Humanity needs to weep, and
who hungers, who thirsts, he is the
this
is the time to weep.W
stranger, the one who is sick, the
prisoner... The one who cares for his
brother or sister enters into the joy
of the Lord; the one who does not
do so, however, who by his omissions says, “What does it matter to
me?”, remains excluded.
Here lie many victims. Today,
we remember them. There are tears,
there is sadness, there is pain. From
this place we remember all the victims of every war.
Today, too, the victims are
many... How is this possible? It is so
because in today’s world, behind the
to carry the headline, “What does it
matter to me?” Cain would say, “Am
I my brother’s keeper?”
This attitude is the exact opposite of what Jesus asks of us in the
Gospel. We have heard: he is in the

Avuncularity Above and Beyond Blood
by Christopher J. Doucot

This past Spring I presided
over the funeral of my dear
friend Dennis Dewees. I met
Dennis back in in 1983 when I
was just fourteen years old. My
kid brother had cut an ad out of
the local paper that Dennis had
placed. He was seeking someone
to help with a variety of tasks:
house painting, landscaping
etc. Being an older brother, but
not necessarily a good brother,
I took the ad from my brother
and took my bike across town
to apply for the job. When I met
Dennis, he was a recovering, yet
unrepentant, hippie who came of
age as a student at Catholic U in
D.C. when the city burned after
King’s assassination. At the time
I was just four months old. Over
thirty years our relationship
evolved from that of employer/
employee, to mentor/mentee to
friend, and, by the time he died
we were brothers.
My relationship with Dennis was a privilege; I don’t mean
that in the clichéd way. Rather,

my relationship with Dennis afforded specific privileges to me,
a fourteen year old suburban kid,
which most fourteen year old
city kids don’t get. Dennis gave
me a good job with good pay.
When our work wasn’t within
the range of my bike I rode
along with him. He gave me generous bonuses for hard work. He
taught me how to use all sorts
of tools giving me the skills and
the confidence that I would use
in 1993 to know that the abandoned building that became St.
Martin House was not beyond
repair. When my little brother
totaled my car while I was away
at college Dennis sold me his car
for next to nothing- in fact the
bonus I got that year likely was
more than what I paid for the
car- and he taught me how to
drive a stick (standard transmission, not a witch’s broom). The
skills Dennis taught me, and the
car he sold me, also enabled me
to get carpentry work on the side
while I was at Holy Cross. When
I moved out of my parents’
house Dennis rented me my first

Dwight, Pete and Christina
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apartment, he didn’t require from me
first/last and security and the rent was
more than reasonable. When the time
came for me to look for new work Dennis was a generous reference- heck I saved
the letter of recommendation he wrote for
me when I tried to get a teaching internship to read when I am feeling bad about
myself.
Beyond these practical, tangible privileges Dennis was an adult man in my life
that as a know-it-all insufferable, irascible,
overly angst ridden teenager and twenty
something I could trust and accept life
lessons from. Obviously many of my values come from my father (my dad is generous beyond measure- he once ordered a
dozen pizzas on Christmas Eve to share
with homeless folks living under an overpass on the expressway in Boston, my dad
is courageous having once kicked down
the door of a burning house to rescue the
family sleeping inside, and my dad is diligent- nobody I know works harder than
him) but like every kid I wanted to rebel
against my parents. I have been amply
blessed in my life with a number of mentors like Dennis and later David O’Brien
from Holy Cross (and even my (tor)
mentor Scott Schaeffer-Duffy from the
Worcester Catholic Worker) who have not
only reinforced the values imparted by my
parents but have also expanded the values
that I have come to live by. My mentors
have helped me to stand for something
with my life rather than spending it mired
in a pointless rebellion against my folks.
Since our first days here on Clark
St. we have been trying to facilitate the
kind of relationship I had with Dennis
between the kids we share this neighborhood with and the variety of people who
come here seeking _______(fill in the
blank: meaning? Jesus in disguise? To make a
difference?, fulfillment of an obligation for school
or court?) Regardless of what people are
looking for when they come here they
find the Beloved Community in the
process of becoming and their place in
it. I think we have had a fair amount of
success.
During our first year here we intro-

Mimi, Sue and Ashley

duced the Petruzzi and Hubert families from Farmington to P.J. (the
very first kid we met) and his sisters
Mimi, Percella, Billy, Tasha and Nadine. At first they helped me replace
their clothes after their apartment
flooded. Soon they were praying at
the bedside of their dying mom and
eventually they became mentors
working with P.J. et al on all sorts of
issues. Twenty one years later they
are still in touch with each other.
Over the last several years Jim
Conway of Farmington has been our
erstwhile Friday guy on the house.
During this time he has grown
close to the Pipkin family, especially
Duncan, spending hundreds of
hours with them tackling all types
of challenges and sharing in their
joys as well.
We have Denise Weeks and Jane
Tait forging relationships with Paula,
Mary, Tylajia and Jada among others. There is Chet who has spent
time with Naseem making repairs
around the Green House. We’ve

been blessed by the extraordinary commitments made by
the Janeckos of East Hartford
and the Tremblays of West
Hartford. Both families have
taken in high school aged
kids from the Green House
who are attending East and
Northwest Catholic High
Schools. Laurie Janecko was
able to secure a scholarship
for Sasean while the Tremblay’s daughter, Amanda, has
been independently raising
the funds for Jose. Amanda
first came to the Green House
ten years ago as a Northwest
Catholic High School student;
she stuck around after she
completed her required hours
and has worked with us closely
for years.
There is Justin Evanovich
who first came here as a high
school kid from E.O. Smith
in Storrs and is now heading
up the HuskySport program.
Justin has mentored
many young men at the
Green House and he has nurtured many more mentoring
relationships between UConn
students and Green House
kids.
A lot of the kids in our
neighborhood don’t have dads
in their lives to rebel against
or mentors to learn from.
There are many systemic
problems in our society that
contribute to this that I would
be happy to share with folks
over a cup of coffee. Regardless, the kids in this neighborhood- through no fault of
their own- are isolated (geographically, socially, professionally, familial-ly, racially)
from the world beyond the
metaphorical moat of racial
fear and the actual asphalt
one of the intersate. This
isolation severely hampers
the possibility that they will meet
someone like Dennis. Please don’t

get me wrong. Dennis meant much 5
more to me than the material advantages of our relationship and there
are plenty of wonderful people in
this neighborhood imparting values
of diligence, initiative, courage and
compassion to the kids here. But the
paucity of opportunities for the kids
here in comparison to the abundance available to the kids beyond
our neighborhood is undeniable.
This disparity is in no small measure
the product of very different social
networks that have different access
to wealth, information, and contacts. As our Beloved Community
grows so does our hope. As our kids
become young adults they too are
becoming mentors.
Maybe the best example of a
relationship that mirrors the arc
of my relationship with Dennis is
the one Jackie has with Dwight.
Dwight, now in his late twenties,
was a little boy when we first met
him. Very quickly Jackie recognized
that he was a brilliant artist. For

Justin, Richard and Keyanna

Please see: Avuncular p7

The Monstrous Elegance of White Supremacy6
By Alex Mikulich, Ph.D.

The problem is deeper. Not only
are white Americans unable to see
our own racial bias, but we also
tend to live by the myth that we are
racially innocent. The assumption of
white racial innocence is a way white
Americans inoculate ourselves from
racial moral responsibility.
The philosopher Barbara Applebaum unpacks the problem of how
whites presume racial innocence in
her study Being White, Being Good:
White Complicity, White Moral
Responsibility, and Social Justice
Pedagogy. She contends that complicity ought to be the starting point
for ethics.3
Complicity, argues Applebaum,
is a necessary step (although not

Laurie Cassidy, Margaret Pfeil
and
I titled our book The Scandal
“Meanwhile, racism, elegant,
of
White
Complicity in US Hyperlovely, monstrous, carries on.” So
Incarceration for this very reason.
concludes The Atlantic essayist TaExtending Applebaum’s point theoNehisi Coates in his incisive analylogically, all people are good by the
sis of overt racism by the rancher
theological fact of being made in the
Cliven Bundy and the owner of the
image of God. Every person is a gift
Los Angeles Clippers basketballof God’s creation. Inherent in that
team, Donald Sterling.1
gift is moral responsibility.
The deeper problem concerns
It is for this theological and pracwhat the heralded Canadian Jetical reason that I contend that white
suit theologian Bernard Lonergan
people who may be morally upright
describes as cultural bias. Lonergan
may miss how “elegant, lovely, monasks: “How, indeed, is the mind to
strous racism” addresses us.
become conscious of its own bias
Coates contends with the cowhen that bias springs from a comnundrum of bias by employing a
munal flight from understanding
strategy that many people of color
and is supported by the whole texhave utilized throughout American
ture of civilization?”
history; not unlike the
Drawing upon
king’s jester who speaks
Lonergan’s work,
truth to power, he
the Roman Catholic
mocks white supremacy
moral theologian Bryan
in a way that exposes
Massingale addresses
the myth of white
the American “flight
American innocence.
from understanding.”
Far more than
Given that American
benefiting from racism,
society remains steeped
as the term “privilege”
in white racial bias,
connotes, good white
explains Massingale,
Americans shape a socithere is only so much
ety that disproportionthat white Americans
ately burdens people of
“can ‘see.’”
color in every dimenMassingale recomsion of life, includmends that since one
ing health, education,
cannot struggle against
wealth, income, crimiwhat one is unaware
nal
justice, and jobs.
of, moral suasion is of
As
James Baldwin
little use in combatonce explained, white
ing racial injustice.
people “have been marAn alternate strategy
source:
Devah
Pager,
“The
Mark
of
a
Criminal
Record”,
ried to the lie of white
of fostering liberating
See:
How
A
Criminal
Records
Keeps
You
Unemployed
for
Life
supremacy
too long; the
awareness or ‘consciouseffect on their personaliness raising,’ through
moments of interruption needs to be sufficient) in beginning to challenge ties, their lives, their grasp of reality,
systemic racial oppression. Her point has been as devastating as the lava
seriously explored and developed.”2
which so memorably immobilized
is not only that systemic racism is
Coates attempts to raise conthe citizens of Pompeii.” Baldwin
often perpetuated by well-intended
sciousness by interrupting the culcontinued: “They are unable to
tural bias that enables white Ameri- white people but also that being
conceive that their version of reality,
morally
good
may
actually
frustrate
cans to point the finger at overt
which they want me to accept, is an
the
recognition
of
moral
responsibilracists as we ignore our own particiinsult to my history and a parody of
ity.
pation in creating racial inequity.

theirs and an intolerable violation of
myself.”4
Coates describes a brand of
systemic racism more sophisticated
than that demonstrated by overt racists. He notices how “elegant racism
is invisible, supple, and enduring. It
disguises itself in the national vocabulary, avoids epithets and didacticism. Grace is the singular marker of
elegant racism.”
The “grace” of this racism is how
it employs lobbyists dressed in the
finest suits; lives in lovely neighborhoods or suburbs with manicured
lawns; and includes the most active
citizens who vote for the judges,
legislators, district attorneys, and
policies that maintain white innocence as they criminalize blacks and
blackness.5
Systemic racism endures when
white Americans create separate
gated housing districts with predominantly white schools whether public
or private. The attractive goods of
school and neighborhood choice
often hide, very subtly, the ways
white Americans withdraw fund-

ing and resources from cities and
communities of color for schools,
housing, health care, transportation,
and jobs.
The elegant form of racism does
not require that a white Realtor tell
a black person that they cannot buy
a specific property nor does it require that white people consciously
seek out a white Realtor to help
them find a home in a predominantly white neighborhood.
The discriminatory operations
of the law, economy, and real estate
render such explicit, overtly racist
personal interactions unnecessary.
The law places the onus on proving
intentional racist intent to exclude
a person from renting or buying
a property, a legal measure that is
extremely difficult if not impossible
to demonstrate.
People need not state that “location, location, location” means
“white location, white location,
white location.” This supple evasion ignores the linkage between
homeownership and relative valuing of whiteness over blackness

when whites own a home earlier 7
in life and gain more home equity
over a lifetime than do people of
color. Sophisticated racism ignores
how African-American and Latino
borrowers are more likely to receive
sub-prime loans than white borrowers, even when studies are controlled
for legitimate risk factors.6 Predatory
payday lenders, without any hint of
racism, frequently locate their shops
in the most economically vulnerable
communities of color.7
Both conservatives and liberals
underestimate the enduring achievements of white supremacy, explains
Coates. Until good white people
take shared moral responsibility for
the world we create, systemic racism
endures. Yet whites can take moral
responsibility by praying for God’s
grace and the humility to collaborate
daily with other white people to unlearn our bias as we open ourselves
to the wisdom of our brothers and
sisters of color.W
(Reprinted from JustSouth
Quarterly, Summer 2014, click for
endnotes)

Avuncular, cont.
several years now they have
been making great art together.
Their relationship has also
led to academic, medical, and
employment help/opportunities for Dwight. It has also
led to Dwight meeting Peter
Georg our retired TWA pilot
turned bicycle repairman. Pete
has mentored Dwight closely
for a few years now on the
finer points of bicycle repair.
And now Dwight spends many
hours a week at the Green
House mentoring kids with art

and bicycle maintenance. I
couldn’t be more proud of
Dwight and Jackie.
This past Sunday I walked
Dennis’ daughter Maria
down the aisle on her wedding day. I’ve known Maria
since the day she was born
and I was humbled by this
and honored to stand in for
my mentor- even if it was for
only a hundred feet and a
single afternoon. Still, someday, I hope to be somebody’s
Dennis. W

“When I despair, I remember that all through history the way
of truth and love have always won. There have been tyrants and
murderers, and for a time, they can seem invincible, but in the end,
they always fall. Think of it--always.”

-Gandhi

Chris and Maria

support our work? have a friend check out our
video at www.hartfordcatholicworker.org and
maybe they will support us too!

Notes, cont.

dependent upon weapons production. One
look at the weapons we left behind in Iraq
and Afghanistan is enough to wonder why
God has not sent the Four Horsemen of the
apocalypse to rid the planet of such idiocy...
According to the Washington Post: “The massive disposal effort, which U.S. military officials call unprecedented, has unfolded largely
out of sight amid an ongoing debate inside
the Pentagon about what to do with the heaps
of equipment that won’t be returning home.
Military planners have determined that they
will not ship back more than $7 billion worth
of equipment — about 20 percent of what the
U.S. military has in Afghanistan — because
it is no longer needed or would be too costly to
ship back home. “
$7 billion is 20 percent of what we
brought there? What an abomination of the
time, talent and resources of our people. What
a mockery of our proclaimed democratic
principles. What a crime against our brothers
and sisters who starve and waste away from
preventable disease! In watching the fear
mongering as the sabers begin rattling for the
next “war on terror” one cannot help but wonder when we will admit that hundreds of years
of war making has never made the world

a better place. When will we begin to follow
the lessons of Jesus, Gandhi, King and those
prophets who call to us from history?
But alas we will repeat the same horrible waste of life and resources and
add the darkness of war to “a night
already devoid of stars” as MLK said.
Dorothy Day said “As you come to
know the seriousness of our situationthe war, the racism, the poverty in the
world-you come to realize that it is not
going to be changed just by words
and demonstrations. It’s a question
of risking your life. It’s a question of
living your life in a drastically different way.” I venture to say that the
gospel call of today is to refuse to live
in fear. To refuse to believe in OR PAY
FOR weapons as a means of security
and safety. I was in a store last week
and heard some women speaking of

emies through rendition, detention
8
and torture we learn that we will
once again be bombing another land.
We must refuse to believe that in order
for our children to be safe, another mother
on the other side of the planet must watch
hers die, by drone or disease .Do we believe in
Christ, who taught us to love our enemies and
pray for those who persecute us? Do we fool
ourselves by thinking the evil of our current
enemy who terrorizes by beheading is any
more evil than the Romans who terrorized by
scourging and crucifixion? Do we fool ourselves to believe that starving through sanctions, or bombing are the way to bring peace
or end terrorism? The beheading of a journalist took the world by storm. It was a terrifying
act of hatred and violence against an innocent
human being. That act did not happen in a
vacuum but in the context of twenty years of
American led war in the region. Two wrongs
still don’t make a right, no matter who
committed the first wrong.
I am afraid that in being in bed the
last 3 days with an infection in my belly
has given me way too much time to read
the news and not enough time doing
the simple things that immerse me in
the daily works of mercy and help me to
live without losing hope. I look for hope
and peace that come through trying to
create a Beloved Community where all
are cared for. This month there were
two occasions for hope. One was a story
one of our teens, Nazz, who just started
working at the Green House after school
told us. He was on the city bus on the
way home from school watching a
man make bets with folks with a pack

(see next page)

how terrified they were that
ISSIS was coming to get their
families. Of all the things
that women in my neighborhood should be afraid of....
ISSIS is not even in the top
20. Now as we increase our
enemies overseas, detain
and imprison children at our
borders and create more en-

Psalm 79

O

Merciful Presence, the ignorant seem
as interpreted by Nan C. Merrill
unrestrained in the world;
they defile the Holy Temple, your
dwelling place within;
they leave those weaker than themselves
in ruins.
Chaos and destruction follow them, as
they oppress the poor through
deception and greed, and
kill the faith-filled who resist.
Yes, they have poure3d out their blood
like water throughout the world;
many have disappeared without a trace;
How long will the unjust bring anguish
		
to the loving, to those
who seek justice and peace?
How long, O Indwelling Presence?
Will your patience last forever?
When will You awaken our long
		dormant spirits?
Pour out your Love on every nation,
open the hearts of all people;
We await a new birth of consciousness,
we call upon your Name!
For the ignorant and unloving are laying
		
waste to the planet.

Brian Pinkney

Forgive us for the misuse and abuse

Notes, cont.

of cards in his hands...smooth talking. The
woman sitting next to Nazz won $50 dollars.
Then the man approached Nazz with a bet.
By the time the ride ended he watched the two
people get off the bus and walk away with his
$40 dollars and realized he had been conned.
He was pretty angry but told us “normally I
would have followed that guy and beat him
up to get my money back...but I’m working at
the Green House now so I can’t be part of that
kind of foolishness anymore.”
The second story unfolded just this week
when the doorbell rang on Sunday afternoon.
Sometimes that annoys me...Sundays are
the only day we are closed at the Worker... I
opened the door with less than a smile to find
a woman I didn’t know standing there. I said
hello trying to pretend I knew her but she
caught me right away. “You don’t remember

me do you?” I confessed that I knew her face
but not her name. She told me that she would
never forget me and my family. She and her
newborn baby lived with us 10 years ago. She
was our first guest after we opened the Green
House. She thanked me for the time that we
had allowed her to be our guest and the way
that we had helped her to feel like family during the hardest time of her life. I remembered
when Brian and I moved her into her apartment in New Britain. After years of trauma
at the hands of her mother’s boyfriend she
finally had a safe place to raise her child. Five
years ago her mother was murdered by that
abusive partner. Our friend had spent the
last few years in therapy and decided that she
would like to come back and do some work
with the Moms in our community about her
experiences and the healing she has experienced. She said that when she thinks of us...it
makes her feel strong enough and connected
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of your creation;
humble us with your steadfast love,
before the world becomes a barren
		waste.
Help us, O Compassionate One, to renew
		
the face of the earth;
deliver us, and forgive our sins,
that we might know the joy of
		co-creation!
Let other nations cry out,
		
“Where is their faith?”
Let all who have spilled the blood
		
of the innocent
repent and make reparation before
		
the eyes of the world!
Let the cries of the victims of injustice
		
come before You;
according to your great Power,
break the bonds of oppression!
Let all that has been garnered through
		greed
be returned in full measure with
		open hands.
Then we your people, those who would
		
companion with You,
will give thanks to You forever;
from generation to generation we will
abandon ourselves into your hands
with grace-filled, open hearts.W
enough to want to give back to the community.
As we hugged I told her that her words had
already been a source of joy and healing for
me! She has promised to bring her daughter
over to hang out with us again at the Green
House!
This morning I thought to erase everything I have written...as it felt like a rant. Then
I read Psalm 79 as interpreted by Nan C.
Merrill (see p.9) and prayed for the “cries of
the victims of injustice” to be heard. And so
now I pray:
Now as in the time of Christ, now more
than ever and after hundreds of centuries of
using violence as a means to bring peace....
dear God grant us the strength to follow the
Word....the Christ...and deliver us from evil.
Evil brought to us by our enemies and the evil
of our own government as we prepare to add
to the terrors of these times.W
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Fall has arrived with the rather abrupt
falling of a cloak of cold nights. It seems like
we went from summer to fall in a day. We
went from picking up summer camp to
packing up school supplies into donated
backpacks in the span of a few days. Those
jobs were much easier with Beth Donovan
on board as our newest Catholic Worker!
She survived the first weeks with grace and
a hearty sense of humor and was rewarded
by fate with the dreaded 5 a.m. phone call
shortly after moving in. Her son Cullen, a
Junior up at Rivier College was rushed to the
hospital to have his appendix removed. He
is young and athletic and has already been
up and walking around but keep him in your
prayers. Thanks to St. Ann’s, St Patrick’s, St
James Episcopal, Corpus Christi, the CruzUribe’s and many others who helped us to
help so many.
We are very grateful to our intern
Kristina Dugas, Dwight Teal, Bill Walsh and
volunteers from Holy Family for helping to
run things in Hartford while Chris, Christina
and I were busy at Camp Ahimsa. We are
also very grateful to all those whose support enabled us to take dozens of kids for
a week of fun, art, fishing and swimming.
Gracias also to Pete and Judie for batik and
kayak lessons. (Later in the summer one
of the counselors used the training she got
from Pete to rescue a kid elsewhere who had
capsized his canoe and was in trouble.)
The afterschool program has been going
in earnest with great energy from some beautiful new kids. One of them loved our swing set
so much he threw up on his first day and had

to go home. As he left crying one of the other
children started crying because “he just lost
his new best friend.” That little spot of love
made my clean up job easier! There are 3 or 4

new volunteers coming regularly. One of them
is my oldest friend, Marybeth Farrelly (meaning she grew up downstairs from me and
I’ve known her since I was a baby....not that
she is old). This year we were able to partner
with Husky Sport and have a young woman

named Cassie from the organization Public
Allies assigned to the Green House. Cassie will
be with us for about fifteen hours a week. We
also have our regular helpers from Northwest
Catholic, East Catholic, CCSU, Trinity and a
new group from St. Joseph College joining us!
In our ever self-correcting efforts of keeping kids, who were in school all day, off the
streets and in the Beloved Community this
year we are expanding our after school time to
encourage art, cooking, science, life skills, and
journaling. There will be reward field trips for
homework finished and hopefully an increase
in joy and creativity.
One of the first things we did upon arriving home to Hartford was to attend a vigil
calling for accountability from the Hartford
Police after an unarmed teenager was injured
after being tasered. All of us have seen the
headlines regarding the shooting death of
yet another unarmed teen in Ferguson. It is
so sad to think of the loss of life. The gathering in Hartford was to demand charges filed
against the young man be dropped. It was
also a chance to ask the Hartford Police to let
the public know what military grade weapons
have been obtained from the Pentagon and
what are the trainings provided for their use
and what are the protocols for their deployment. This is a matter of concern on more
than one level. It is vital that the public hold
the government to accountability about this
militarization of our police force meant to
protect a civilian population. There is also the
greater question about why there is 4 billion
dollars’ worth of military crap that has to be
“used”. The fact is that our economy is heavily

(Please see: Notes, p8)

